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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a new paradigm to characterize and
understand the dynamics of a complex social network where
we set up a mathematical platform that captures the network dynamics. We propose a novel generic non-parametric
model to characterize a general system of social communicators. We divide the network into low-level entities, each of
which has some independent features. The different entities
are then combined using Bayesian nonparametric statistics,
namely Dirichlet processes mixture models (DPMM). This
set up was tested using a simulated case study where we
show examples of its utility for behavior characterization and
predictions.
Index Terms— Social networks, online communities,
communities discovery, non-parametric modeling, Dirichlet
processes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since their introduction in the first half of the past decade, social networks have been an appealing format of communication that rapidly gained a massive popularity among different
groups and demographics. The actions and activities by the
network users and media exchanges are not for entertainment
purposes only, they rather touch on every aspect of their lives,
be it educational, financial, personal, emotional, etc. Such diversity in the nature of these entities undoubtedly adds to the
complexity of these systems. This diversity in applications,
among other issues with respect to this domain, calls for a
rigorous measurement of the variations and parameters that
describe the behavior of entities in these systems. This diversity also adds to the challenge of characterizing the network
in a generic way that can be utilized to benefit any of these
aspects.
Several works attempted modeling social communities.
These studies can be classified in three categories: (i) statistical and graphical network and community modeling [1],
(ii) activity based individual and community behavioral analysis [2], and (iii) network optimization and data delivery [3,
4].

Despite their theoretical and applicable novelty, these
studies do not stimulate the influences of the events and transaction taking place among users. Furthermore, the broader integration between the media and network activities is merely
considered in these works. In this paper, we try to resolve the
dilemma of how to characterize the connections, small transactions and exchanged media in nowadays social networks.
Furthermore, our work contemplates describing the patterns
of these effective and influential movements, inferences about
the community, and technical or social consequences. The
main challenge in characterizing these entities is to identify
the members, activities, connections and media that may have
major or broad impacts.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our proposed network setup and paradigm to characterize the network metrics and variables. Section 3 introduces the mathematical details of a nonparametric adaptive
machine learning approach based on Dirichlet Process Mixtures. Section 3.2 is a case study where we demonstrate the
utility of the proposed model using a specific setup. In this
setup, the responses and connections are modeled as Gaussian and Gamma process, respectively. The simulation results
of this case study, analysis and applications are discussed in
Section 4. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. NETWORK GENESIS AND AXIOMS
The proposed model considers a social online community
with members space defined by U = {u0 , u1 , · · · , uQ }. The
network is assumed to have N predefined classes (themes)
of media, Mn ⊂ M ∀n ∈ NN 1 . These classes or themes
define the different forms, topics or a combination of both
for exchanged media in the network. In this context, elements of the members space are assumed to be connected
via N -dimensional bidirectional links whose weights may
independently vary in each direction. Every unidirectional
link manifests a media propagation channel from one user
to another. The weights independency, therefor, accounts for
1 The notation N
N is used herein to denote the subset of natural numbers
{1, 2, · · · , N }

activities variations and different personal penchants between
two connected users. The weight of the nth link from ui to uj
is denoted by wn(i,j) ∀n ∈ NN .
To epitomize the community’s stance towards a certain
class (theme) of media, we introduce a random variate, sn(i) ,
to record and parameterize the response generated by ui towards a medium of class Mn .
In our modeled and simulated network, we decree the
random variates wn(i,j) and sn(i) to have probability density
functions (PDFs) of the exponential family. In Section 3.1,
we show how this model is robust for any mixture of densities from this class of probability distributions. As it will be
seen later, this paradigm is generic for any choice of continuous or discrete random measure. The modeled community
in the case study, presented in Section 3.2, builds on wn(i,j)
and sn(i) to be drawn from mixtures of Gaussian and Gamma
PDFs, respectively. These densities are denoted by fWn (x)
and fSn (x), respectively.
The PDFs for wn(i,j) and sn(i) characterize their respective random variables (RVs) with respect to the entire community. These densities are also calculated to describe weights
and responses of any single user. These individualized densities for ui are denoted by fWn (i) (x) and fSn (i) (x), respectively.
3. STATISTICAL MODELING

This modeling approach establishes a clear roadmap between the mixtures (clusters), likelihoods and priors. In addition, it provides a powerful tool to characterize the data in
an adaptive and nonparametric fashion maintaining an imperative flexibility on the form of likelihood.
Following this theoretical abstract construction of the
clustering problem in a generic social networks, Section 3.2
explains the details of specific network modeling scenario
where the responses are drawn from Gaussian masses and the
weights are subject to Gamma processes. The results of our
simulation and numerical tests are explained in Section 4.
3.2. Case Study: Gaussian-Gamma Community Modeling and Clustering
In this section, we introduce a case study with a specified
setup to the ecumenical paradigm introduced in Section 3.1.
The modeled case assumes the variates to be of continuous
nature for generality and diversity in testing. In particular,
the responses, sn(i) ∈ R, are characterized by a Gaussian
Multivaraite Mixture (GMM) with means vector µ ∈ RN
×N
and precision matrix Σ ∈ RN
, s(i) ∼ N (µ, Σ). The
+
prior of the GMM follows a Wishart-Gaussian model such
that Σ ∼ W (V, p) with p degrees of freedom and scale matrix V [6]:
f (Σ|V, p) =

3.1. Infinite Dirichlet Process Mixture Models
In this section, we illustrate our likelihood estimation methodology based on the theory of Dirichlet Processes (DPs) [5]. It
should be noted that while this Bayesian nonparametric estimation paradigm is applied to all the introduced probability measures, each function is calculated separately with the
proper modifications to the mathematical model.
Let X denote any RV of interest whose distribution is
known to follow an infinite mixture model. Consider the following Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) as a nonparametric prior in a hierarchical Bayesian setup [5]:

|Σ|(p−N −1)/2 exp(− 12 Tr(V−1 Σ))
2pN/2 |V|p/2 ΓN (p/2)

(2a)

The means of the likelihood is a multivariate Gaussian conditioned on the likelihood of the precision matrix, µ | Σ ∼
N (rΣ, m), where m is the mean of µ and r is a calibration
factor of prior measurements on measurement scale:
f (µ|Σ) = (2π)−N/2 |rΣ|1/2 exp(− 21 (µ − m)> rΣ(µ − m))
(2b)
The marginal posterior density of µ was calculated and the
posterior hyperparameters are updated as follows [6]:
r0 =r + n

(2c)
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where G is a random measure from a DP, H is the base distribution of the DP, α is a scaling parameter, λn is an independently drawn RV from G, and Xn is the observable data.
In our model, we adopt the stick-breaking representation of
the DPs due to Sethuraman [5] which provides a constructive
approach to generate a DP.
For the purpose of this work, the observable data is assumed to be samples from an exponential family distribution,
in which case the base distribution of the DP is the corresponding conjugate prior.

Furthermore, the weights follow a mixture of Gamma
likelihoods, wn(i,j) ∼ Γ(κ, θ), with shape and scale parameters κ and θ, respectively. In this proposed setup, we select
a univariate prior where the inverse of the scale parameter is
Gamma distributed conditioned on the scale parameter of the
likelihood, θ−1 |κ ∼ Γ(α, β) where α and β are the shape and
scale hyperparameters, respectively. The shape parameter
of the likelihood is calibrated according to the communication patterns between the users. That is, the value of κ is
decremented after a certain number of responses from uj

G | {α, H} ∼ DP (α, H)

(1a)

λn | G ∼ G, n ∈ NN

(1b)

Xn | λn ∼ p(xn |λn )

to a medium shared by ui . The rate of this communication
still, however, follows a Gamma DPMM. Reducing the shape
parameter of the Gamma likelihood drives the weights towards a lower value which indicates a stonger association in
this constructed setup. This mechanism allows for discovering undeclared associations between the users and potential
ties between users through common affiliations. Hence, the
hyperparameters update model is as follows [7]:
α0 =κn + α
β

0
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The marginal (compound) distribution of the data is given
by [7]:
pwn(i,j) (x) =

Γ(κ + α) κ−1
x
(x + 1)−(κ+α)
Γ(κ)Γ(α)

(3c)
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(11,−)

4. ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS
In this section, we introduce the results and analysis of a simulated case study that we call “John’s Network”, as shown
in Fig. 1. In this simulated case, we consider a single media
theme for demonstration purposes, N = 1, without any loss
of generality. The initialization of the shape and scale parameters of the weight RVs are as shown in Fig. 1. The numbers
indicate the values of the shape and scale parameters of the
likelihood, (κ, θ). It should be noted here that we abstract
the actual meaning of these numerical values. In real social
systems, the natures and inter-arrival times of the responses
may be incorporated to affect the weight values. In this scenario, John generates and shares his media with all the users
to whom he is directly connected. Prior to generating any responses, the system does not assume any knowledge about the
interests (penchants) of these users. The network is then updated based on the embracement and communication patterns
of the users. In Section 4.1, we discuss the procedure and results for processing the responses to identify the associatively
of the users, including the implicit ones. In Section 4.2, the
responses are used to identify the users interests and characterize the probability functions for this modality.
4.1. Gamma Modeling of Weights
We discuss in this part the users associativity, i.e. linkages, in
John’s network. In this setup, the weights are generated from
a random Gamma process with the corresponding shape value
and a random scale value between 0 and 20, θ ∼ U (0, 20).
The hyperparameters are initialized to the worst value, which
in most of the cases is the unity, α = 1 and β = 1. The value
of the shape likelihood for any user is decremented by 2 after the user generated a fixed number of responses (20 in our
setup). For instance, after 60 embracements by Pat of John’s
media, her likelihood shape drops from an initial 11 to 5. This

Fig. 1. The clustering of John’s social network based on the
users’ responses to a single media theme. The nodes are
color-coded to reflect the interests biases where every color
represents one of the Gaussian components in Fig. 2.

systematic mechanism of controlling one parameter, κ, and
allowing the other, θ, to be randomly adaptive has two advantages. Firstly, calibrating the shape parameter provides a
controlled metric of the communication pattern between John
and his network without loosing the generality of model. Secondly, the rates of these communications is estimated based
on the samples and history of responses to give an accurate
prediction of these patterns. This latter step leads to an accurate characterization of the likelihood. We opted for this
approach for its generality and practical sense. The described
Gamma conjugate-prior introduced in Section 3.2 assumes a
known shape parameter and randomizes the scale parameter.
In the context of this setup, the users’ weights are generated
from Gamma processes with varying shapes. For instance,
Alice’s weights are generated from 3 Gamma processes with
shapes 11, 9 and 7. Estimating the global weights likelihood
for John, which includes all the users, is done by clustering
the samples based on their users shape parameters. That is,
the global Gamma DPMM for John will have a mixture of
5 different Gamma shapes: 11, 9, 7 5 and 3. Despite that
the results are shows for specific values of the parameters and
hyperparameters, various tests have been conducted for several combinations of the parameters values. In all the cases,
we run the algorithm for 100 iterations where an optimal likelihood is reached within 10 Gibbs iterations with the proper
initialization of the hyperparameters without any knowledge
about the randomly estimated parameters.

s0 = 6, s = 1, v = 5
µ=[3.68171, 6.47845, 1.48709, 10.9886], σ=[0.232396, 0.911667, 0.597961, 0.23966]

r=[123.028, 200.028, 200.028, 206.028, 71.0278]v=[128, 205, 205, 211, 76]C=[72.5478, 22.3585, 155.77, 53.474, 55.4094]
µ=[6.47324, 1.47013, 11.0093, 3.7113, 6.52805]σ=[0.856998, 0.332944, 0.0978988, 0.103845, 0.585465]
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Fig. 2. The clustering of the users’ responses after applying Gaussian DPMM: priors (left) and posteriors (right) over probability.
4.2. Gaussian Modeling of Responses
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